
Staff Qualifications and Training

1. Staff is qualified and training/training plan is fine. Required courses for basic
qualifications and more senior positions are ok; training matrix/plan is ok;

a. In line with MC 1246

2. A few questions to check on with NJ -

a. Hosting licensing and inspection courses in FY 2009. Below, 3.a. is a list from
overview of staff and training matrix of who will be taking the courses.

b. Some questions on the position descriptions vs the position titles of staff
i. See excel spreadsheet summary

3. One vacancy that NJ expects to fill in April 2009 - I believe from internal reassignment

within the Bureau. It is the position of Regulatory Liaison.

4. Hosting Licensing and Inspection Courses in FY 2009

a. List who is taking:
i. Nancy - licensing and inspection
ii. Jack - licensing and inspection

iii. James McCullough - Inspection
iv. Ed Truskowski
v. Jenny Goodman - Inspection

b. Who will still need them:
i. Check with NJ - I think 3.a. above is complete based on overview of staff

and 4.6.3.3 training matrix

5. Verify:
a. Vacancies in medical and in industrial/non-medical - positions have been shifted

within the Program - only vacancy now is in the Regulatory Liaison position.

6. Look at scope of inspection accompaniments - Sandra indicated that Jack Tway went
on an inspection of broad scope, but not an NRC broad scope - she had question as to
whether the breadth of the inspections would be adequate if they aren't looking at NRC
broad scope materials.

7. NJ staff inspection accompaniments with NRC, Region I staff - how is that being
worked? Mentioned before they were having difficulty getting out with NRC staff.

a. Discuss with NJ
b. Discuss with Donna on 3/5



I

c. Listed out from the list of types of NRC licenses in NJ and the number of NJ - by
program code area:

Medical - QMP not required Medical - private practice, QMP required
High dose rate afterloader Mobile HDR
Mobile therapy Veterinarian - non-human
? measuring systems fixed gauge (lower M&D other
priority)
? Instrument Calibration Services Industrial Radiography - temporary job site
Irradiators - self-shielded - <10000 Ci Irradiators - self-shielded - >10000 Ci

Irradiators - other - < 10000 Ci Irradiators - other - >10000 Ci
Research and Development - Type A NOTE: NRC has 2 pacemaker licenses;
Broad will need to transfer and make sure

licensees are aware of notification change
from NRC to NJ.

Torre questions:

1. Do we need update on Ed - left out years of experience in overview? He has over 25
years experience - in resume - I'd say not.

2. Replace org chart in program overview to match one in Section 4.6?
a. Shifting of Dennis
b. Vacancy in regulatory liaison now

3. Need a different overview for Dennis now - what his responsibilities will be?
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